September 2000 - Promises
September 2005 - More promises!
September 2008 - Collapse and Crisis!
September 2010: Addressing Crises at a Crossroads:
A Day of Dialogue on Women & the MDGs
Organized by the Feminist Task Force GCAP

Programme

9:00 am
Opening and Introduction: Rosa G. Lizarde (Feminist Task Force-FTF-GCAP) and Education & Networking for Latina Cooperation & Empowerment (ENLACE)

“Two years after the financial crisis: How are women faring locally and globally?”
(9:15-11:15)
Moderator: Amitabh Behar (Wada Na Todo Abhiyan)
Presenters:
Latin America and the Caribbean: Ana Agostino (Int’l. Council for Adult Education-ICAE, FTF)
Arab region: Kinda Mohamadieh (Arab NGO Network for Development-ANND)
Europe: Luisa Cruz Hefti (FTF-GCAP)
United States: Diana Salas (Women of Color Policy Network-NYU)
Q & A
Asia: Rehana Khilji (HOPE Pakistan)
Africa: Josephine Kamel (African Women’s Economic Policy Network-AWEPON)
Global Perspective: Natalie Raaber (Association for Women’s Rights in Development-AWID).
A directive will be presented to round table participants: Sylvia Borren, Ana Agostino.

11:15 am  “Because I Am” - Music by Catch Betty featuring Barbara Lee Supeno

“Addressing the Climate Change Crisis across the World.”
(11:20am - 12:45pm)
Moderator: Marcela Ballara (GEO/ICAE)

Presenters:
Rehana Khilji (HOPE-Pakistan)
Caroline Usikpedo Omoniye (Niger Delta Women’s Movement for Peace and Development)
Marta Benavides (Siglo XVIII)
Kumi Naidoo (Greenpeace International)*invited--
A directive will be presented to the Summit round table participant: Kumi Naidoo.

12:45 – 1:15 pm A light lunch will be served in the garden and basement of the Salvation Army building. No eating is permitted in the auditorium. Music by Catch Betty.
“Rallying Support for Improvement of Maternal and Child Health in Africa and Asia.”
(1:15 -3:10pm)

Moderators: Adelaide Sosseh and Lysa John (GCAP Co-Chair)

Opening remarks and overview:
Amy Boldosser (Family Care International) A global perspective
Helen Hofbauer (International Budget Partnership) Budget investments in Maternal Health

Panel – Africa: Caroline Usikpedo Omoniye (FTF-GCAP member – Africa (Niger Delta)
Rafsanjani Kano, Nigeria (Member of the Official Delegation of Nigeria), African
Eshetu Bekele, GCAP Ethiopia
Mugongo Tauiliby Cosmas, GCAP Democratic Delegation of Niger

Panel – South Asia: Rehana Khilji (HOPE Pakistan)
Zia ur Rehman, GCAP Pakistan
Arejo Qanih, GCAP Afghanistan
Sandhya Venkateswaran, GCAP India

Concluding Observations: Dr. Abhyay Bang, SEARCH/ Save the children

3:10 “Freedom” - Music by Catch Betty featuring Barbara Lee Supeno

“The UN Women entity – Formation at a moment of crossroads”
(3:15 – 4:15pm)

Moderator: Rosa Lizarde

Presenters
Charlotte Bunch (Center for Women’s Global Leadership)
Bani Dugal (Baha’i International Community)
Joanne Sandler (UNIFEM part of UN Women)

Q & A

4:15pm End of programme.
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